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A Detachment of the Officers of the First District, Maine State Highway Police 
[ j U I .. Y • 1 9 32j 
LE discomforts, inconveniences and losses caused 
Griffin St., Phoenixville, 
Pa. Tarvin "Re-Tread" 
hy worn-out roads are always expensive and wasteful 
compared with what it costs to transform these old 
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roads into smooth, easy-riding, skid-safe highways with 
Tarvia "Re· Tread." 
The~ Company 
Portland, Me, 
Tarvia "Re.Tread" was originated and developed hy 
the Tarvia organization. It presents a means of highway 
rejuvenation that is simplicity itself. No special equip· 
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg Vancouver 
ment is necessary and there need he no interruption to THE IJ\.RRETT COMP\NY, Ltd. 
traffic. Costs are Impresaively low; r-esults, uniformly 
satisfactory. 
Acquaint yourself-and your community-e=with 
Tarvia ,_Re-Tread.'' The Tarvia field man will gladly 
give you the details. Phone, wire or write our nearest 
office. 
TRADE-MARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. 
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PENOLITHIC PAVEMENT 
MORE PENOLITHIC ON U. S. ROUTE NO. 1 
Penolithic is now under construction on Route No. 1 
between Holden and Dedham, and on the same Route 
at Ellsworth. 
See this special non-skid pavement which has given such 
excellent service on New Hampshire's heavily traveled 
Route No. 1. 
WARREN BROTHERS ROADS COMPANY 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 
DEPENDABLE SERVICE 
Reinforcing Steel Steel Products 
Bolts - Rods and Accessories 
Page Fence == 
Chain Link and Wrot Iron 
Bancroft & Martin Rolling Mills Co. 
Mills and Office: South Portland, Maine 
Telephone:-Forest - 4640 
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Dragon Super Cement* is a super ce- 
ment in more respects than that of high 
early strength. It also produces high 
ultimate strength concrete, extra hard con- 
crete, watertight concrete, and concrete 
more resistant to acids, alkalis, sea 
water, sulphur water, and other forms 
of severe exposure. 
But that is not all ... Before harden- 
ing, Dragon Super Cement mixtures 
are unusually plastic, and remain plas- 
tic for an extended period for a rapid 
hardening cement. Because of this fea- 
ture no admixtures are required to fa- 
cilitate placement in thin sections con- 
taining closely spaced reinforcing, to 
prevent segregation in transportation 
by truck or thru chutes, or to obtain 
the maximum results in finishing. 
Dragon Super Cement, despite these 
additional features, costs no more than 
other high early strength portland ce- 
ments. Try it on your next job. 
100 YEARS EXPERIENCE ... 
The Lawrence Portland Cement Com- 
pany, manufacturers of DRAG 0 N 
Super Cement, is the heritage of a 
business which commenced activities 
with the manufacturer of natural 
cement in 1832. 
•Trade Mark Reg. U.S. Pat. orr. 
LAWRENCE PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY 
Manufacturers of Dragon Portland Cement for more than 40 years 
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f EUGENE CAMERON TOBEY ! 
• I ! CAPTAIN, UNITED STATES NAVY i ! FIRST PURCHASING AGENT, STATE OF MAINE i 
I DIED: JUNE 16, 1932 ~ 
i ! :. I l --o--- i 
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j B. MAN who served his State and Country I 
j faithfully, honorably and loyally has ceased j 
I his labors. His friendship, his endeavor, I i l i his- love will be missed, but his humor, his i 
r I j kindness, his lessons of service will remain. j 
j With the simplicity which would have j 
i been his choice, this tribute is paid. i 
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Spill and qhrill~ Filled Race 
UJon Railroad For Illaine 
Saga of Hobbs, bodqe and UJaterhouse ~ives ~lon~ to Daring 
Trio UJho Outdrove Boston's Best Over Snoui-Chosked 
Hiqhuiaqs UJith King's mail 
By Z. Z. SHERBURNE 
Listen, my children, and you shall hear, 
Not of that ride of Paul Revere- 
But of another, starting here in Maine. 
The objective was: the Grand Trunk train. 
A ND so is begun another story of Maine's highways, but this time it's an old, old story-old as the 
taverns where our forbears were wont to gather 
on Summer and Winter eves alike, to feast, to swap 
yarns and, mayhap, to turn a stein or two bottom-up 
now and then. 
It is the story of the ride of Hobbs, Bodge and Water- 
house; a ride from Portland to Montreal to deliver the 
King's mail-to prove the determination, pluck and 
speed of Maine's old-time stage drivers. And, like the 
thriller in the silent movies of not so many years back: 
the winning of a railroad hung in the balance. 
Details of the account, while not failing in any way 
to impress one with the thrills, the color, the excitement 
and, yes! the importance of this grand scrap of man 
and horse-flesh versus man and horse-flesh, are, in truth, 
at variance in certain instances. Names, dates, opinions 
and a few other generalities differ, but the substance 
stands, undisputed. 
Railroad Project Creates Stir 
Quite distinct! y Mr. Whitman relates to us, in his 
History of Norway, Maine, that around 1840 "the proj- 
ect of connecting the cities of Montreal and Quebec in 
the St. Lawrence valley, with Portland or Boston by a 
railroad, for a winter port from which steamers would 
run to Liverpool, England, began to be agitated, and 
as soon as it was determined to build the road there 
sprang up a rivalry between the two American cities, as 
to which should secure the New England terminus." 
And he adds another line which seems important to 
state, in view of any question that may arise as to the 
course pursued: 
"If it had been desirable or practical to construct the 
road on substantially an air line, from Montreal to an 
American seaport, there is little doubt that Boston would 
have been selecled, but it had been determined by the 
Canadian projectors, to build the road to Richmond, 
P. Q., as the best place." ·* ·x· ·x· 
As Dame Rumor touched her magic wand here and 
there in the weeks to come, excitement rapidly increased, 
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finally crystallizing in the form of an oralorical siege, 
directed at Canadian officials. 
"Look at the fine harbor we have to offer and the 
crowd of people down our way ready to chip in and 
buy stock in your iron horse," pointed our Portland- 
in words of considerable more eloquence! 
"They've got nothing on us," slammed back old Bos- 
ton, "and, in addition, we can prove that the longest 
way 'round is the sweetest way home." 
"Man and boy, we can step circles around those big 
city fellers," chimed back the Maine town. 
"Oh Yeah?" says Boston. 
"We're from Missouri to you both," dipped m Mon- 
treal. 
And the cradle of democracy rocked a bit sharper as 
the foundation of this hisloric race took root. The 
conditions were simple: The city whose representative 
first reached Montreal with the English mail, the start 
et cetera being put on an even footing, got the railroad. 
Horses are Trained 
Portland gol busy right pronto. Horses were selected 
with the greatest of care, most of them being of the old 
Morgan strain, largely bred in Vermont and famous for 
their endurance. 
A steed was assigned to each tavern along the way, as 
was most convenient. It is understood that in but few, 
if any instances, were the fresh mounts more than four 
miles apart; frequent! y nearer than thal, depending on 
the nature of the local traveling. 
Each horse was cared for by two men, one by day and 
one by night, and run over the roule religiously, for 
training purposes, for a three weeks' period of time. 
Meantime a lookoul was eslablished on Munjoy Hill, 
in Portland, that a constanl watch might be kept sea- 
ward for the English packet-with the King's mail! 
Another horse and rider wa assigned especially to this 
post, the single duly being to start, the instant the ship 
hove in sight off the coast, and to ride over the route 
as far as possible, slopping at each tavern to announce 
in some such words as this-maybe: 
"Hear ye! Hear ye! Prepare the Ileet sleeds, for 
ere long a lone rider shall come dashing on over his 
relay for deliverance of the King's mail!" 
Then away he Dew to the next point. 
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The result was, in actuality, that no time was lost in Some give the credit to Mr. A. Bodge, while others 
the changing of rigs when the real rider did reach the mention Mr. Addison A. Latham, another popular Nor- 
scene, on his way to Montreal. way driver, as the man who turned the trick. 
Then the Great Day! And there is another side-issue which might be men- 
It was on March 29, late in the afternoon, when the tioned: Either Mr. Hobbs, Mr. Bodge or Mr. Latham 
English ship came in sight. Everything worked like a celebrated the end of one lap by taking a head-first 
clock. Came the signal from the look-out on Munjoy plunge from sleigh to snow-bank. Whether it was an 
Hill-and in a flash the official spreader of the news accident or a silent expression of joy, cannot be safely 
was away. stated by this writer. 
Meantime Mr. Oren Hobbs, one of Norway's best with A Famed Knight of the Road 
the reins, with the calmness of an Olympic athlete, The second hundred-mile trick, while filled with equal 
awaited his big moment. It was soon to come. -x- ·:+ -:+ fight and determination on the part of the driver, no 
Ashore came the mail; willing hands strapped ~-~ doubt, seems to have been without any special 
it in less than no time to the muscular should- event, so we next pick up the story with 
ers of Hobbs-this being another clever Grosvenor G. Waterhouse entering to shove 
Yankee precaution so that in event of acci- the coup de grace into Boston town. 
dent the precious package would stand, at Mr. W aterhouse--who some claim, inci- 
least better than a fifty-fifty chance, of dentally, was the real engineer of this 
not being lost in the snow. majestic race, making the initial suggestion 
As the village clock sounded five, the throng to Canadian officials-was a picturesque figure 
sent up a tumultuous cheer-and Hobbs, dressed in himself. It seems worthy to quote a line from 
(as expressed in Sprague's Journal), "in a blue suit, a description of the man: 
with silver quarter dollars as buttons on the coat and "Waterhouse was a large framed and fine looking man 
silver dimes as buttons on the waistcoat," was away! of florid complexion and distinguished appearance. 
Seated on a Concord coach with his team of four or six LThe First Relay 
Hobbs' was the first relay: the first hundred miles 
of the three hundred mile journey. 
Behind his spirited steed, he tore, like the wind, out 
of Portland. Trees and fence-posts went tearing back 
of him, looking much like fine-tooth combs! Another describes him as "one of the most popular 
On past Brown's Hotel, at Gray Corner; Procto_r_'s _ k_nights of the road who ever drove a stage coach out 
Hotel, at Ricker Hill, thence to Welchville--and of the Forest City." 
a mishap. A bad place in the road; upside --C~ And now let's go on and see what he did: 
down went the sleigh, with its valued mail ~~~5 /-~ 
and courageous Mr. Hobbs. Both thills .-- r~ 1~ \ ~~ 
were broken. j ;(~ I 
But Mr. Hobbs was not perplexed: · 'iJ ~ ' 
Square! y over the top of the dashboard he . : 
went and in two leaps and a bound was .,., ---=-.. 
straddle of his harness-flying horse-and away , 
to Norway! Over this lap he averaged about eighteen 
miles an hour, but he did not stop. On to Norway 
Center, to Noyes' Tavern, four miles away. Here a 
fiery animal, held by two men, awaited his arrival. 
WiLhout the loss of a minute's time, the plucky stage 
driver leaped into a new sleigh, shouted to the men to 
leL go of the horse's head and look out of the way. 
One great leap into the air, and the beast was off on 
the run--and Hobbs' fighting spirit at its topmost pitch! 
About Mr. Latham 
There seems to be a slight difference of opinion as 
Lo the man who relieved Oren Hobbs at Braggs' Tavern, 
in Upton, for the trip through Dixville Notch, Cole- 
brook, N. H., and Canaan, Vt., into Canada. 
horses, on the gallop, cracking his whip as he rode up 
to the public houses and post offices on his route, he was 
always the center of interest and the admiration of all 
beholders." 
The Grand Finale 
Like all good stage drivers, Mr. Water- 
house was right on hand at St. Hyacinthe, 
Canada, to greet Mr. Bodge, or Mr. Latham. 
And it seems to us he must have sensed victory, 
a gala finish. 
A flashing fox skin cap topped Mr. Waterhouse's 
head, while a great overcoat of wolf skins covered his 
body. In addition, across his legs and reaching from 
the foremost point forward of the sleigh to well up under 
his arms, was a monstrous fur robe--likewise of wolf 
skins. (We take it he might not have been on alto- 
gether friendly terms with the family of Mr. and Mrs. 
Wolf.) 
Dressed in this distinctive apparel and driving four 
dapper white horses, Mr. Waterhouse drove up the St. 
Lawrence on the ice and into Montreal, arriving about 
six o'clock p. m. on the thirtieth of March, and besting 
the time of the Boston bunch by about four hours! 
(Continued on Page 25) 
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Illountain Road Dedication l 
Ceremonies UJill Be Held .lulq 23rd 
Cadillac 
AN event of exceptional importance will take place in Maine on July 23 when the Cadillac Mountain 
Road, in Acadia National Park, on Mt. Desert 
Island, is formally dedicated. 
This road, which has been described as one of the 
most magnificent scenic highways in the world, offering 
incomparable vistas of marine, forest and mountain 
beauty, is linked with the gift road of John D. Rocke- 
feller, Jr. Those invited to participate in the dedica- 
tion ceremony include, in addition to Governor Wm. 
Tudor Gardiner and the Maine delegation in Congress, 
President Herbert Hoover, Secretary of the Interior Ray 
Lyman Wilbur and the officers of the National Park 
Service. 
The Cadillac Mountain Road, which was constructed 
at an expense of $350,000, under the supervision of the 
federal Bureau of Public Roads, is 3.86 miles in length, 
22 feet in width and was built by the penetration mac- 
adam method, penolithic type. For this construction a 
native granite rock was quarried on the site from a fifty- 
foot cut located two-thirds of the way up Cadillac 
Mountain and through which the new road passes. 
The pink granite finish of the surface presents a truly 
pleasing effect that harmonizes with the guard stones 
and the picturesque panorama beyond. This type of 
road is non-skid even in wet weather, if the driver 
exercises reasonable care. 
The road ascends very gradually, with a grade which 
never exceeds 7 per cent and at many vantage points 
there are ample observation stages to permit motorists 
to park and enjoy the remarkable view. The spacious 
plateau on Cadillac's peak is the highest land on the 
Atlantic seaboard from the coast of Labrador to South 
America. 
Eclipse er o Focus Attention On Maine 
COMING events in Maine this summer include a natural spectacle more magnificent than anything 
that could be produced with all the scientific 
knowledge, ingenuity and wealth possessed by man. 
The spectacle is a total eclipse of the sun. 
Thousands of persons will gather in Maine to view 
this unusual celestial phenomenon, the last of its kind 
to be visible in the United States until the year 1970. 
It will occur on Wednesday, August 31, beginning at 
12.44 P. M. and ending at 5.22 P. M., eastern standard 
time. 
The center of the path of eclipse totality follows a 
line running southeastward from Fryeburg to Kenne- 
bunkport. All parts of this region are accessible by 
excellent highways so eclipse observers may have their 
choice of watching from the beaches along shore or 
from inland mountain summits. 
In addition to the hosts of layman observers and 
amateur photographers who will witness the moon com- 
pletely obscure the sun there will be several parties of 
scientists, equipped to make minutely detailed studies 
and records. Among these scientific groups there will 
be one directed by Dr. Oliver Justin Lee, associate pro- 
fessor of astronomy at Northwestern University. This 
party will use airplanes and captive balloons at a series 
of specific altitudes during the obliteration of the sun. 
Aerological instruments will be placed in planes and 
balloons to record any changes in the temperature and 
pressure of the air during the eclipse. Cameras and 
(Continued on Page 16) 
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HIGHWAY PROGRAM 
by 
Lucius JI) Bct1lrrows 
CHIEF ENGINEER 
At this time State highway construction 
is at its height. In order to improve 
these roads it is necessary to make 
changes in alignment and grade, install 
culverts and construct foundation courses. 
All of this necessitates a large amount of 
excavation and filling and necessarily 
causes difficulties and inconveniences in 
connection with maintenance of traffic. 
Practically all construction projects 
are open to traffic during construction. In many places 
we are not fortunate in having roads, within a reasonable 
distance, for detours and in many places existing roads 
cannot be put into shape for detours for heavy traffic 
without the expenditure of large sums. 
In some cases alternate routes have been provided 
MR. BARROWS 
when they could be put into shape for traffic and main- 
tained within what is believed to be a reasonable cost. 
The cost of maintenance of detour roads and employ- 
ment of traffic officers will amount to thousands of dol- 
lars this year, and a large part of this cost must be paid 
from construction funds which necessarily depletes the 
funds available for actual construction. 
The following construction work is under way: 
RouTE l-Saco-2 miles-Bituminous Macadam. This 
work begins at the Cascade Road and extends to 
Saco. Work consists of widening the road bed and 
does not interfere greatly with traffic. 
RouTE 1-Kennebunk- l mile-Concrete. This work 
is located just west of Kennebunk Village. Road 
open to traffic. 
(Continued on Page 26) 
A SUPERVI§OR§1 CONFERENCE OF_~ TWENTY YEAR§ AGO 
Reculin(J left to right, f1·ont row: JI. W. Gilman, J. J. Spinney, George Mawhinney, Paul D. Sargent, A. J. Stevens, F. Y. Buezell , H~nry 
To une, :<::iecond row: A. J. Randlett, E. C. Buzzell, Charles W. Shorey, E. E. Smith .. Third row: George Brannen, (imable to identify), 
Ira B, Il aotcn, I!'. If. Mco·shall, Charles Mitl'hell. Fourth row: H. H. Adams, A. J Wiggin, (unable to 1dentify netct two), I. W. Barbour, 
(tmidentifie<l). Standing on extreme left, by vast: J. A. McLean and, on extreme right, by other post, J. W. Davidson. 
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Maine Demands High 
C> 
~ All T ~pes of Summer Places 
Health Standards For ~ 
Now Under License Law ............ 
Water Supplies Tested ............ Field 
0 
Her Traveling Public Q Inspection Work Shows Results g 
By Elmer W. Campbell, D. P. H., State Director, 
Division of Sanitary Engineering 
THE water supplies used by road-side stands, tourists' homes, automobile camps, boys' and girls' camps, hunting and fishing camps, etc., have a 
very important bearing upon health of the traveling 
public, and are especially important in a state such as 
Maine, where a great many tourists from all sections 
of the country visit during the summer season. 
There are very few road-side water supplies in the 
State of Maine which are not attached to some one of 
ticularly, because a large part of the population do 
more or less extensive traveling during the summer 
months. 
Many persons now practically live in their cars during 
the warmer season and travel from one end of the coun- 
try to the other stopping wherever night overtakes them, 
and when they reach a desirable place perhaps linger 
for a few days or even weeks. In order to take care of 
this floating population numerous road-side stands, 
Cleanliness and Beauty of Surroumdinus Brought First Prize to this Maine Camp Site in a State- 
wide Contest. 
the above classes of places, consequently, in order to 
describe the activities in regard to this phase of public 
sanitation it is necessary at the same time to take up 
the water supplies of various classes of places provided 
for tourists' entertainment, such as enumerated above. 
This is a problem, which has developed concurrently 
with the increase in the use of automobiles, and par- 
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motor camps and lodging places have sprung up, often 
overnight, and with little attention paid to the principles 
of careful sanitation. Realizing that the health of any 
class of general population directly or indirectly affects 
the health of all classes of people, the need of supervis- 
ing such places early came to the attention of the Maine 
State Bureau of Health. (Continued on Page 22) 
E-, ARLY in July, the new bridge over the York River '_j on Route 1, 5.5 miles from the State line, will be 
opened for traffic. This bridge, known as Rice's 
Bridge is near the wester! y boundary of the town of 
York. 
York County was one of the earliest settled sections 
of the State, and this point of the York River has been 
used as a crossing for over two hundred and fifty years. 
About 1680 a ferry was established, which served until 
1805, when the first bridge was built by Major Alex- 
ander Rice of Kittery. Operated for many years as a 
toll bridge, it was later freed, and repairs and replace- 
ments were made by 
the town. 
In 1917, the first 
year after the enact- 
ment of the State and 
County Aid Bridge 
law, Rice's bridge was 
rebuilt, with the total 
cost of $29,000 divid- 
ed between the State, 
County and Town, the 
State paying 20 per 
cent, the County 30 
per cent, and the Town 
50 per cent. The 
bridge then built was 
a timber pile structure 
361 feet long and with 
a roadway 25 feet 
wide, which included 
the width then occu- 
In March, 1932, a contract was let for the construction 
of a new bridge. This bridge, now practically completed 
is 311 feet long and has a roadway 32 feet in width. 
There are 7 spans supported on double bents of creo- 
soted timber piles. The roadway slab and rails are of 
concrete and the stringers are steel beams. A raise of 
51/2 feet in the elevation at the souther! y end of the 
bridge has greatly reduced the sharp change in grade 
at that point. 
The total cost of the new bridge is approximately 
$55,000. The Kennebec Construction Corporation of 
Waterville, Maine, is the contractor, and Oral G. King 
is resident engineer, 
representing the State 
Highway Commission. 
Rice's bridge and York river from the air. 
--- CURTISS-WRIGHT FLYING SERVICE 
pied by street railway tracks. The bridge had a double 
hinged lift span, providing a channel 35 feet wide for 
navigation. The span was, however, never opened. 
In the following years the street railway was discon- 
tinued, and a new three lane concrete highway built up 
to each end of the bridge. Traffic had increased to such 
an extent that, although the bridge floor had been kept 
in repair, when in 1931 the State took over the main- 
tenance of the bridge, it was considered unsuitable for 
the traffic on that highway, because of the narrow width, 
compared with the road each side and the difficulty of 
holding the plank in position as the timber stringers had 
decayed on top, giving no grip for the spikes. The 
decayed stringers also lessened the safe capacity of the 
bridge. 
The photograph ac- 
companying this arti- 
cle gives a rather dis- 
tinctive and unusual 
view of Rice's Bridge, 
as well as the ap- 
proaches, and an es- 
pecially fine view of 
the nver and sur- 
rounding lands. 
Appreciation f o r 
this contribution is ex- 
pressed to Miss Flor- 
ence A. Paul, of York 
Village, Chairman of 
the Beautification of 
Roadsides division of 
the Maine Federation of Women's Clubs; to Mrs. John 
C. Breckenridge, whose house shows up in the picture, 
just beyond the tennis court, and to the Curtiss-Wright 
Flying Service. 
In the various sections of our State may be found 
many other old bridges of exceptional interest and 
worthy of time and study. Maine's covered bridges 
have attained a singular position of note in their own 
rights, while other bridges, of various types, have con- 
struction features which cannot fail to attract both the 
engineer and tourist. Modern transportation demands 
greater strength, greater width and better surfacing and 
these characteristics must be kept in mind if the majority 
of the public is to be served. 
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Songsters 
Hiqhuiaus and 13l:]UJal:]S of Maine Sparkle UJith Plumage, 
Reverberate UJith ffielodl:], As birdland's ~rand 
Opera Season ffiakes Annual Bow 
By GERTRUDE E. V. ALEXANDER 
Department of Inland Fisheries and Game 
MRS. ALEXANDER 
IT is said that during the years of literary work with his sister Mary, Charles Lamb often admonished her reprimands with the statement, "Every one should 
have a hobby if it is nothing better than collecting 
strings." 
It is true, every one should have some absorbing 
interest that leads directly away from the routine of a 
crystalized existence, and the ideal is the one that com- 
bines recreational pursuits with pleasure, toward ulti- 
mate knowledge. There are numberless subjects from 
which to make a selection, but none more alluring or 
fascinating than the study of ornithology. 
The most romantic figure in American ornithology 
was John James Audubon, author of the world famous 
folios, Birds of America, that were the first substantial 
foundation for the study of birds in this country. His 
efforts became immortalized with the founding of the 
National Association of Audubon Societies that has es- 
tablished many bird sanctuaries where valuable species 
have been rescued from extinction, and it is at all times 
active in directing legislation for the protection of 
migratory and insectivorous birds. 
2400 Miles Without Resting 
The migration of birds is filled with mystery and 
tragedy and countless numbers fail to reach their desti- 
nation, yet millions arrive to nest here in the north 
after a winter's sojourn in far away Central and South 
America. The most marvelous of all migration flights 
are the annual round trips of the golden plover and 
Arctic tern. The plover nests on the eastern coast of 
Siberia and gradually works its way down to Nova 
Scotia, the starting point of its extraordinary flight; 
then takes a straight course across the ocean making 
Hawaii its winter home-a distance of twenty-four hun- 
dred miles, without pause or rest. This is the longest 
single flight on record. 
The Arctic tern makes a pilgrimage of eleven thousand 
miles each spring, from the Antartic to the Arctic Circle, 
following one coast line on the way to its nest and 
returning by the other. The tern, however, makes a few 
stops along the way. The exact route of its circuitous 
twenty-two thousand mile journey is still unknown. The 
Bird Banding Association has acquired much valuable 
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information regarding migration movements and by 
systematized cooperation in banding and reporting, 
many permanent records have been established. 
The first spring arrival in Maine is undoubtedly the 
horned lark, a bird of the distant hilltops, but as the 
robin and bluebird are of a more friendly nature they 
are the first to greet us. Following, one after another, 
approximately one hundred fifty species wing their way 
to former homes where, during the summer months, 
they render invaluable service in the control of insect 
pests. The largest and most important groups are the 
sparrow and warbler families. Eleven and occasionally 
twelve species of sparrow and at least twenty of the 
forty warblers guard the field and forest areas where 
they nest and rear their young. 
Colorful Warblers 
The most colorful of our warblers are the blackburn- 
ian, magnolia and redstart, but the outstanding member 
of the family is the ovenbird which, in appearance and 
habits, closely resembles the thrush and is often-times 
placed in that family. Its arched nest is built on the 
ground where it walks about in search of food while 
the other warblers flit among the trees, gathering insects 
that prey upon the foliage. 
Aside from the hummingbird, the golden-crowned 
kinglet, ruby-crowned kinglet and winter wren are the 
smallest of our migratory birds. They have a surpris- 
ing volume of song for such tiny creatures and the wren 
may be heard throughout the summer around the 
northern lakes where it nests. 
The indigo bunting, distinguished from the bluebird 
by its all-blue appearance, is rare in some localities but 
returns year after year to others. The female, of pale 
brown, is a concrete example of the protective coloring 
provided by nature to shield nesting birds from their 
enemies during incuhation. So completely does she 
harmonize with the carefully selected back-ground that 
it is extremely dillicult Lo discover her on the nest. 
The females of the scarlet tanager, oriole, rose- 
breasted grosbeak and many other brilliant species are 
also modestly colored for the purpose of self protection 
and that of their young. 
(Continued on Page 32) 
MOOSEHEAD. HERE 
WE COME! 
The hum of insects is in the air, the 
swallows sweep and skim over the water 
and on the shore the flash of gold and 
black tells of the rapid passage of a gold 
finch. From the field comes the clatter 
and rattle of a mowing machine and 
perhaps in the sky, drifting with the 
fleecy clouds, an airplane, like some 
MR. 1soLA great prehistoric bird sails by. The 
world, or at least our little world seems 
at rest, our mind is sleepy and at rest, and then through 
it all comes little Mary or little Tommy, with a "Daddy, 
I thought that you were going to take us for a motor 
trip, to-day", and as is the case in my family it's, "Better 
that beautiful little shire town of Somerset County, and 
to make this a real trip and a real start let's all meet 
right out in front of Uncle Abe's and David's store and 
if you didn't have time to get gassed up the night before 
I am sure that either Mr. Stetson or Mr. Peters will be 
glad to turn the crank for you. 
Out of Skowhegan we take route 147 up by Lake 
Wesserunsett and Maine's Broadway, Lakewood. A 
couple of miles beyond Lakewood look for the beautiful 
mountain view off to the westward, which is one of 
Maine's many outstanding views. At Solon we come 
onto federal highway 201, now known as Arnold's trail. 
Arnold used the Kennebec River which this trail skirts, 
in his memorable march on Quebec in 1 775. Just above 
The Strike! Bending Rod and Whirling Reel Signal Battle 
hurry and take this month's motor tour, because either 
Mort Havey or Joe Grenier will be after it in no time." 
So if someone will just make a noise like a siren, I will 
try and imitate Walter Winchell with an "Okay Moose- 
head, here we come." 
And we are going lo start this tour from Skowhegan, 
Bingham is beautiful Wyman Lake, which is a recent 
addition to Maine's two thousand four hundred and sixty 
odd lakes, resulting from a power dam built across the 
river. At about the head waters of this new lake, 
Arnold and his men left the Kennebec and journeyed 
over land through the Carry ponds into the Dead river. 
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We continue through Caratunk, The Forks and West 
Forks and leave the Kennebec and its west branch, Dead 
River, for an "over the hills" trip to Jackman, by Lake 
Parlin. Between Lake Parlin and Jackman watch on 
the westerly (left hand) side of the road for the beauti- 
ful view, through the woods, with island dotted Attean 
Pond below you. 
Before reaching Jackman, we take route 195 which 
branches off to the right and for Long Pond and Rock- 
wood (Kineo Station). The road from Long Pond to 
Rockwood was built last year and is narrow, as indi- 
cated on the official highway map, but is well surfaced 
and can be driven with perfect safety at slightly reduced 
speed. 
The valley through which this road travels is drained 
by Moose River, which flows into Moosehead Lake oppo- 
.\ 
site Mt. Kineo. When I left home I tucked a few private 
things of my own in the back of the car, thus three flies, 
more intimately known as Parmachenee Bell, Montreal 
and Brown Hackle had a chance to do their stuff on this 
river late in the afternoon. 
The particular novelty of this tour is a steamer trip, 
car and all, from Kineo Station to Greenville Junction 
on one of the boats owned by the Coburn Steamboat 
Company. We telephoned them in advance to be sure 
that there would be room for our car. This is some- 
thing that should always be done. To those who are 
interested in taking the Moosehead tour the car rates of 
this company are twenty cents per hundred pounds 
(nothing less than five dollars), leaving Kineo Station 
at 1.40 P. M. and arriving at Greenville Junction at 3.55 
P. M. (E. S. T.). 
As we go down the Lake, leaving flat topped Mt. 
Kineo, with its fire lookout station, behind, we cannot 
but be impressed with the view we get along portions 
of this forty mile lake and be doubly impressed with the 
expanse of lake dotted, mountain rimmed country, which 
must be visible from the top of Kineo. Moosehead 
Lake is surely the queen of inland waters. 
From Greenville Junction it is but a moment's run to 
Greenville on route 105, which takes us on our home- 
ward journey, but before starting southward everyone 
should make the short trip northward, on the Lily Bay 
road to the Blair Farm for another outstanding, inland 
Maine view. From here the lower reaches of Moose- 
head are laid out before us in a wonderful panorama. 
Here one could sit for hours watching the cloud shadows 
on the distant mountains and the wind playing across 
the lake. 
The drive back to Skowhegan is over route 105, a 
beautiful highway through Monson and Abbott. Be- 
tween Abbott and Guilford we take route 150 which 
turns off to the right and travels through Parkman, 
Cambridge, Harmony and Athens and home again in 
Skowhegan after a trip of splendid roads, wonderful 
~ scenery, and a unique steamer trip. 
Oh yes, I forgot to tell you that as we stayed over 
night at Maynard's, old Parmachenee Bell came through 
and produced three beauties. I think Mother is broiling 
them now. 
ECLIPSE ON MAINE 
(Continued from Page 10) 
other instruments will record other effects of the eclipse. 
Three or four balloons will be used in the first 1000 
feet of altitude. Commercial airplanes will be held at 
3000 feet, 8000 feet and 15,000 feet. It is expected that 
a special navy plane will work in cooperation with this 
party, flying at an altitude of 25,000 or 30~000 feet. 
The airplanes will arrive at their specified levels at 
least half an hour before the eclipse and will fly at 
easy cruising speed until the phase of totality, which 
will last ninety-nine seconds, has passed. 
A man's forgiving faculty is in proportion to the 
greatness of his soul. Little men cannot pardon. 
-Dr. Lyman Abbott. 
"Under the spreading chestnut tree 
The smith works like the deuce, 
For now he's selling gasoline, 
Hot dogs, and orange juice." 
-California Highways and Public Works. 
STATE 
HIGHWAY 
COMMISSION 
DEPARTMENT 
OF LABOR AND 
INDUSTRY 
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cedure for lock-cornered boxes. The box is stood on 
end, the wedge placed on one corner at the third dove- 
tail from the end and struck a sharp blow with the mal- 
let. This should start a split. The operation is repeat- 
ed on the opposite corner, same end. This should carry 
a split around the box, making it easy to remove the lid 
intact with the sides and ends carrying the nails. 
The success of this method of opening cases depends 
somewhat on the straightness of grain in the wood of the 
case but ordinarily the top will split off clean with very 
little splintering and 
when a workman 
gets the knack, it is 
' much faster than 
other safe methods. 
Of course the box 
is spoiled for some 
future purpose but 
there is still plenty 
of it left for carry- 
ing stemming mate- 
rial, which is the 
chief use to which 
empty boxes are 
put. For this last 
purpose, it is much 
~·~~1·~'-'-'=~~=--'-"-"""-~~~~. safer to have no 
Fig. 2-Next, a second blow is 
struck on the opposite corner protruding or bent 
in the same position. nails around the 
edge of the box. 
The Institute of 
Makers of Explo- 
sives h a v e pre- 
pared a booklet 
entitled "Safety in 
the Handling and 
U s e o f Explo- 
sives." Copies will 
be furnished on 
request. A d d r e s s 
the Department of 
Labor and Indus- 
try, State House, 
Augusta. 
Believe it or not, proof is had that 
some workers have chosen to open cases 
of dynamite by dropping them! 
The major portion of the space this 
month is given over to safe practice in 
opening cases of explosives because all 
our Maine highway construction jobs are 
using hundreds of cases of dynamite and 
supervisors must know safe practice 
before it can be preached and demanded. 
Every time a ham- 
mer, chisel, pick or 
shovel point is used 
to open a case of 
dynamite, precious 
lives and thousands 
of dollars tremble 
in the balance on a 
job. It matters not 
how long good for- 
tune has smiled and 
saved disaster; the 
law of averages and 
common sense dic- 
tate that some day a 
spark will be struck 
from contact with 
MR. BRENNAN 
Fig. 1-A sharp blow is struck on 
one corner at the third dovetail 
from the top. 
nails. 
Some one must 
exercise the author- 
ity vested in them 
and both provide 
and insist on the 
use of special wood- 
en tools for this 
operation. A wood- 
en wedge and mal- 
let will serve for 
lock-cornered boxes 
while a wooden 
wedge and dolly 
will be suitable to 
either lock-corners 
or cleated contain- 
(Photos on this page 
The photos show Fig. 3-These two blows carry a Fig. 4-A slight pull then removes -courtesy of E. I. 
. split around the box a few the top of the box intact. duPont de Nemours & 
the approved pro- inches from the top. Company.) 
ers. 
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Allagash 
Where The Gurqle Of Dipping 
Paddles, the Cr11 of Loons, the 
Splash of Leaping Trout, and the 
Whispering of Suiaqinq Trees 
Blend in Nature's Sqmphonic Song 
Of Welcome. Adventure 
B11 FREDERICK ROBIE 
ffiember Gouernor's Council 
POSSIBLY some of you have made the trip either up or down the beautiful Allagash River. A river, which in its more than a hundred mile journey 
north from the Telos Lake region, in the north central 
part of Maine, to the St. John River, does not pass 
through a single settlement. A river, which includes 
in its winding course, Allagash Lake, Chamberlain Lake, 
Eagle Lake, Churchill Lake, Umsaskis Lake, Long Pond, 
Harvey Pond, and scores of other beautiful ponds and 
deadwaters. A clear, cold, sparkling, sand-bottomed, 
rock-ribbed river, whose pond-headed, trout-filled tribu- 
taries are legion. 
To those who have been there, my remarks may bring 
memories of happy days spent in a forest-clad sanctuary 
in response to the Red God's call. Memories of capable 
guides, stanch canoes, raging white water-of feathery 
morning mists, rising slowly over a mirror-like river- 
the tantalizing aroma of frying trout-the sight of deer 
and fawn nosing about in the sedges--the glow of a 
friendly camp fire at evening-the seductive lure of a 
deep bow bed-the splash of beaver in the deadwater-- 
and, as night settles ghost-like over this sylvan waste, the 
far-away call of loons-and all the strange night voices 
that come trailing in through a silence that fairly hurts. 
With an esteemed friend, Mr. John A. Waterman, 
attorney-at-law, former head of the Cumberland County 
Bar Association, and a deacon in the Congregational 
Church, on the tenth day of last August I started for a 
vacation in the Allagash country. We drove the three 
hundred and fifty odd miles from Gorham to Fort Kent 
in a single day. In fact, we did a little better than 
that; we back-tracked twelve miles to Eagle Lake, on 
the Fish River, where we spent the night in a camp 
owned by Mr. Dow, chief game warden for the northern 
district. It was past supper time when we arrived, but 
fortunately for us a friend had just come in with a 
three pound square-tail trout. This was generously do- 
nated and prepared for our evening meal. 
The first fish of the trip! And what a fish! 
We fairly smacked our lips as this epicure's delight, 
crispy brown and steaming, stripped with bacon and 
smothered in onions, was slid beneath our noses-and 
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didn't leave enough of even the smell of that fish to 
attract a hungry cat! This trout furnished a real gas- 
tronomic thrill, which is more than can be said of some 
which our guides prepared, nearly three weeks later. 
After one has eaten trout either baked, boiled, or fried 
for three meals a day, for three weeks running, he ceases 
to eat them fins, heads, and all! 
Tuesday morning, in Fort Kent, we picked up our 
guides, Henry Taylor and Jim Gardner (there are none 
better), obtained our supplies and were well on our way 
up the old boat channel of the Allagash River before 
nightfall. The stream was unusually low and but for 
the boat channel, hand-picked by lumbermen in years 
past to enable them to drag their heavily loaded bateaus 
Loading Supplies For the Trip 
to inlanrl depots, the trip would have been most difficult, 
if not impossible. We had two canoes, equipped with 
outboard motors, iron-shod canoe poles, and paddles. 
One incident in obtaining supplies will serve to ex- 
plain why I was so careful to mention that my com- 
panion was a deacon in the church: 
We were looking for eggs. They were scarce, hard 
to find and dear. As we were walking from one store 
to another, the party who was aiding us in collecting 
our supplies said, "Now do you boys want a little liquor 
to take along with you?" 
My companion was more than prompt in assuring our 
friend that he did nol consider the liquor in any way 
essential. 
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"Well, how about you, Mr. Robie?" 
"Nothing doing!" I replied, "I can ·stand the rigors 
and hardships of this trip without alcoholic stimulants." 
(And I still have some respect for my insides). 
This seemed plain enough, but our friend was still 
perplexed. He didn't quite understand our rather un- 
usual refusal. 
"You know," he said in an apologetic tone, "most of 
the boys take a little something along with them when 
they go up river." 
Then, apparently thinking that our refusal to accept 
his offer was due to a reluctance on our part to em- 
barrass him, he burst forth with, "Hell, you know I 
can get it! I can get it a damn sight easier than I can 
get them eggs!" 
Along the Allagash chain the forest service of the 
otate had erected small eating shelters to accommodate 
sportsmen. This is to reduce the forest fire hazard 
occasioned by promiscuous camping. These shelters are 
The Old Dam, Chemquasabamticoo/.c Lake 
I 
open sheds, equipped with a board table, benches, an 
out-door fire place, and are generally located near a 
supply of good water. We stopped at many of these 
and camped the first night at one located near the foot 
of the Big Brook deadwater. 
A swarm of yellow jackets appointed themselves a 
committee of welcome at most of these shelters. They 
were particularly neighborly at meal time when they not 
only insisted on sharing our food with us but displayed 
monopolistic tendencies. On the way up from the dead- 
water lo Allagash Falls I put in odd moments, when not 
viewing the ever changing panoramic scenery, whittling 
out a small cedar paddle with which to shake hands 
with our unwelcome hosts. It graced our table the en- 
tire trip. More often than not, before one would reach 
for a slice of bread, a rasher of bacon, or a spoonful 
of sugar, he would reach for the little paddle and send 
an ever present hornet to his ancestors. Our batting 
average was close to a thousand. We didn't dare to 
miss. If we did, the hornets seemed to take it as a 
personal insult. They would open up their motors to 
about fourteen hundred revolutions per minute and put 
on some tricky stunt flying that would back the offender 
right off his seat! 
August is an ideal month in which to make the Alla- 
gash trip. The mosquitoes and black flies have gone. 
The days are warm and the nights delightfully cool. 
The water, however, has warmed up to such an extent 
that there is little or no fishing along the main river. 
Trout are to be found in the lakes, ponds, and at the 
mouths of the spring-fed tributaries. 
I flipped a fly from side to side of the canoe most of 
the way from Allagash Falls, up past Michaud Farm, 
Cunliff Depot, Mesquacook outlet, clear to Round Pond, 
and hooked but one trout. This fellow rose from a 
beautiful eddy but a short distance below the pond 
itself. Jim took a quick look back as my tackle 
straightened but when he saw that it was a fish and not 
a rock that was hooked, he kept right on going. That 
trout would have weighed over a pound; but if the 
guide didn't consider him worth bothering with, of 
course, I didn't! 
Oh, no! Although outwardly I was endeavoring to 
appear indifferent, inwardly I was calling that guide 
anything but christian names, and offering up a most 
fervent prayer that that trout was hooked securely 
enough so that he might be brought in hand over hand. 
I had no such luck. He broke loose as the canoe 
picked up speed crossing the next riffle. I thought no 
more of losing that first fish than I would have my 
right eye. 
We camped that night at a shelter on the west shore 
of Round Pond. Henry, who was the head guide, sug- 
gested that while Waterman and he pitched the tents 
and rustled fir bows that Jim and I go for a mess of 
trout for supper. After the recent performance in the 
river, I was a bit skeptical. 
"Where are we to go?" I asked. 
"Oh, right out front there; anywhere in deep water." 
"I came prepared for fly fishing," I protested, "and 
haven't any trout hooks or trolling rig with me." 
"That's all right," Jim broke in, "I got plenty of trout 
hooks." He proceeded to fish about in his back pocket 
and brought forth a typical Maine Guide's fishing kit, 
an Edgeworth tobacco tin. From this he shook a length 
of cod line, a few strips of lead, and about a dozen 
hooks. What hooks! They were at least a number 
six-regular cod hooks. 
"Good Lord, man," I exclaimed, "you don't expect to 
catch trout with any such hooks as those, do you?" 
"Why, sure! The little ones don't bother when you 
use a hook like that." 
"Nor the big ones either," was my reply. "But come 
on; let's go." 
It didn't seem possible that there could be worms 
enough south of Fort Kent to properly bait any such 
(Continued on Page 24) 
A Happq Fourth is a Careful Fourth 
Hiqhuiau Dangers As Deadlq As Explosive Dangers 
UJhen Crowds Rush To Plau Resorts For 
Celebration of Nation's (3reat Holidau 
T HE Glorious Fourth, unfortunately, stands to witness many such tragedies as herein pictured below, unless automobile drivers exercise the greatest caution. 
In every home happy groups will be packing lunch 
baskets and bathing suits; all will roll onto our high- 
ways radiant with anticipation and happiness. Many 
of the happy laughing groups will return safely, re- 
freshed by the outing; others 
will have gladness turned to sor- 
row and end the holiday by a 
hospital cot. 
7 A. M.-JULY 4TH 
The Joneses are leaving for 
the beach Mother stowing lunch 
and paraphernalia in car, Dad 
frowning at a slipping brake 
and Mary, Tommy and Bill un- 
able to restrain their exuberance. 
All's well! 
7:30 A. M. 
Out on a marvelous state 
highway, the clean air of a sum- 
mer morning putting new life in 
the laughing group. Dad "step- 
ping on it"-Mother's remon- 
strances overruled by a back 
seat full of impatient youngsters. 
8:00 A. M. 
Beat a traffic light by an eye- 
lash. 
fast to see construction warnings as he cuts curve on 
left. Frantic braking, children piled in heap as slipping 
brakes barely check momentum at construction barriers. 
Brakes now useless. Worried look on Mother's face. 
9:10 A. M. 
The cool Atlantic in sight, children shouting in glee 
and Mother smiling her glad- 
ness that her flock is safe. 
Dad postpones wiping bother- 
some film of dust from wind- 
shield-too near destination to 
bother. 
9:15 A. M. 
Children wrecking back seat 
in search of bathing suits. Dad 
muttering about dusty wind- 
shield and lack of brakes. 
S p e e d unchecked, however. 
Mother screams, Dad fumbles 
with useless brakes as a child 
pursues a ball into the highway. 
A twist of the wheel and a crash, 
screams and the tinkle of broken 
glass. A wreck by the side of 
the road. The youngster is 
saved but Mother and Mary 
have paid the bill. A few sand- 
wiches scattered about, a curious 
crowd and weeping child clutch- 
ing a bathing suit, write "finis". Dad "Look a chance" 
and drew the curtain on a happy holiday. 
8:30 A. M. 
Caught in a traffic line--load of hay to blame. Vision 
blocked but Dad can't stand it much longer. Narrow 
escape! Dad just cleared that limousine as he cut out, 
"taking a chance". Grim expression on Mother's face. 
Think, men! For a man' head is the best safety 
device and the most precious thing in life-the safety 
of our families costs bul a thought. Roll no dice with 
your precious ones at slake-BE CAREFUL-NOT 
TOR WITH SORROW AND REMORSE. -W. J.B. 
9:00 A. M. 
Ten minutes more--down goes the accelerator! Too 
Page Twenty 
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PHOTOS BY AUTHOR 
THERE is a certain romance m ruin, particularly when it represents the end of a modern saga of 
privation, death, on land and on the high seas. 
The Rev. Frank Sandford, first a minister in a New 
Hampshire town, next a sorry "Elijah," later an inmate 
of the Federal penitentiary at Atlanta on a charge of 
manslaughter, and now a wanderer on the face of the 
earth, was the prophet of this story. Shiloh, the home 
of the "Holy Ghost and Us Society," its $200,000 worth 
of buildings now falling to ruin, was the headquarters 
for the clan that did his bidding, until he was the means 
of death to eight of their number, his responsibility 
determined and fixed by a United States court. 
The tarnished spires of "The Eye of the Needle;" 
ark-like tabernacle, the main building of the Shiloh 
colony, still stand at Durham, Maine, but sad indeed 
is the condition of the temple itself, now a place of 
desolation, filled with memories of starvation diets and 
ceaseless vigils of prayer, as Sandford's followers await- 
ed the end of the world, prophesied by their master. 
This strange cult was founded on a communistic basis. 
All members, or "converts" as they were called, were 
required to sell their worldly possessions and place the 
proceeds in the common treasury before they were fully 
admitted by Sandford. From time to time large sums 
of money appeared miraculously in the "prophet's" 
hand, brought there, he said, by prayer, although it 
appears that the treasury was considerably depleted 
after a consistent run of "miracles." 
Yet the "Holy Ghost and Us Society" was a successful 
enterprise for a time. Men and women came from all 
corners of the earth to kneel and lay their wealth at 
Sandford's feet. Then came the vigil for the end of the 
world. 
Ceaselessly the Shilohites prayed. Night and day, 
working in relays, the colonists knelt in the high tower 
of the "Eye of the Needle." They seemed to derive a 
certain ecstatic pleasure in abstinence from appetizing 
food. Two meals a day of cereal and bread, with split- 
pea soup varying the bill, was the rule. Certain coura- 
geous ones are said to have made a sort of coffee with 
parched corn meal. 
Bul the world did not end. 
Sandford, master psychologist, changed his tactics. 
He announced that the Almighty had commissioned him 
to go forth and convert the heathen. He prayed for a 
means. A ten thousand dollar check appeared. Sand- 
ford bought a sailing vessel of 150 tons, named it the 
Coronet, and anchored it in Portland harbor. 
In due course he set sail, taking with him a picked 
crew, including, it is said, a number of his subjects 
whom he feared would desert if allowed too far from 
his restraining hand. There were forty-five in the party 
that accompanied the former minister. 
After a month and a half, or slight! y more, the 
Coronet hove to off Gibraltar. Thence through the 
Mediterranean to Jerusalem, where previously a group 
of Sandford's disciples had established a colony. There 
the prophet made a grave error in judgment. He took 
aboard his ship an enfeebled woman member of his 
foreign branch. 
Then came a series of voyages along the coast of 
Africa. For some reason Sandford's flowing beard, 
purple robe, sailor hat and under-arm Bible failed to 
convert the savages. He orated and sang, both in Eng- 
lish. At one place the natives drove "Elijah" and his 
followers to their ship. 
The Horne of the "Holy Ghost and Us Society" 
To cap the climax the woman member from Jerusalem 
demanded to be set ashore. Sandford refused. Event- 
ually she sent secret word to friends ashore, who com- 
municated with United States authorities. Her ruler 
avoided arrest by sailing to Portland and releasing her. 
However, she did not forget her treatment and later was 
a factor in his final arrest and conviction. 
Sandford continued his cruising. He added a 700-ton 
ship, renamed the Kingdom, to his fleet of one. A crew 
was quickly recruited at Shiloh, the Coronet remaining 
at anchor in Portland while the newer craft set sail for 
far countries. 
Came disaster. The Kingdom went aground on a 
(Continued on Page 29) 
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MAINE HEALTH STANDARDS FOR PUBLIC 
(Continued from Page 12) 
Previous to 1925, only casual supervision was given 
to these places by local authorities, owing to the fact 
that the State Bureau of Health had no appropriation 
to cover such work. However, all persons were offered 
the privilege of sending samples from their wells or 
springs to the laboratory for analysis and advice was 
given on proper methods to correct any unfavorable 
conditions which may have been found. In the year 
1924 regulations were passed by the Health Department 
requiring that all public eating places having private 
water systems must send samples to the State Labora- 
tory for analysis at least once during the year; these 
regulations also required that if any unfavorable con- 
ditions were found immediate steps had to be taken to 
correct or remedy the undesirable conditions. Although 
this brought under our supervi- 
sion the water supplies of those 
places catering to tourists which 
were operated for profit, this did 
not include the water supplies 
of many camping grounds and 
similar places operated either by 
municipalities or by organiza- 
tions or individuals for conveni- 
ence of the public but with no 
financial returns to the owner. 
In 1927 a law was passed by 
the legislature requiring the li- 
censing of road-side eating 
places, lodging places, automo- 
bile camps and recreational 
camps, and as a condition of the 
license a satisfactory water sup- 
ply was required. This now 
brings under our supervision practically all types of 
roadside water supplies. In order to make the analysis 
of such sources of water as valuable as possible it was 
thought necessary to make a careful inspection of the 
conditions in the vicinity of the sources of water and to 
consider this al the Lime of the analysis so that proper 
advice could be given to correct any undesirable condi- 
tions which may have been shown by the analysis; also 
by inspection of the sources of the supply frequently we 
are able to show potential sources of danger which can 
not be determined simply by analysis alone. 
Following the passage of the above law the number 
of water samples tested from supplies used by tourists 
and summer visitors jumped from about 200 per year 
to about 2000 including samples from all kinds of road- 
side supplies, tourists' homes, and recreational camps. 
In all cases when on investigation and analysis a water 
supply was found unsafe its use was prohibiled and a 
satisfactory supply secured. For purposes of compari- 
son the unsafe supplies are recorded so that whatever 
progress is made may be determined. 
License Law Amended 
During the first year licenses were required, this being 
the fiscal year of 1927, there were 2200 licenses issued 
of which places 1770 had separate water supplies. Of 
these 572 were from municipal water systems, the bal- 
ance being from wells, springs, lakes, or brooks; 10.8(/<) 
of the total supplies were found to be bacteriologically 
or chemically unsafe. In the year 1928 there were 
3048 licenses issued, 933 taking water from municipal 
water systems with a total of 2552 separate water sup- 
plies used, 11.6% of the total supplies were found to 
be unsafe. In 1929 there were 3430 licenses issued 1128 
taking water from municipal water systems, with a total 
of 3050 separate water supplies; 
of these 9.4% were found to be 
unsafe. In 1930 a total of 3791 
licenses were issued 1330 taking 
water from municipal water sys- 
tems with a total of 3577 sepa- 
rate water supplies; of these 
5.8 % were found to be unsafe. 
The legislature in 1931 amended 
the license law for summer 
places so that it now includes 
all types of summer hotels, eat- 
ing places, lodging places, tour- 
ists' inns, overnight camps, and 
recreational camps, including 
those in compact sections of 
cities and towns. As a result of 
this law there was a material 
Fir§t Hundred 
It appears safe to make the statement 
that Maine's Highway department is 
fully capable of holding a place in the 
sun when the matter of notable figures 
is taken into consideration. 
In the engineering division of the 
State's service one may find listed, as 
actively engaged in responsible posi- 
Lions at the present time, the following 
three gentlemen: 
John Alden, Myles Standish and 
Daniel Webster. 
Year§ Hardest 
increase in the number of places 
licensed in 1931, there being 4445 licenses issued, 2093 
of these taking water from municipal systems with a total 
of 4266 separate water supplies of which 4.8V<1 were found 
to be unsafe. It may be seen from this that although 
the number of licenses issued has increased over lOOr/<, 
in the five year period of time there is a decrease of 
approximately 55(/c in the unsafe waler supplies; the 
figures being based on the initial examination of the 
waler supply in question. These results have been se- 
cured by the elimination of the old fashioned but pic- 
turesque well-sweep, the old oaken bucket, chain pumps, 
and other insanitary but quaint well waler drawing 
apparatus, and the replacing of these with properly 
protected wells and springs having suitable pumps so 
installed as to prevent pollution of the wells by waste 
waler and surface drainage or by gravity feed pipe lines 
equipped with faucets thus preventing waste and elimi- 
(Continued on Page 32) 
We Thank You, Mississippi 
A most attractive publication issued by the Maine 
State Highway Department under the name of "Maine 
High ways" made its appearance last month. Volume 
1 is a most creditable issue, well printed and well edited, 
a particularly interesting feature article being one inter- 
estingly describing that state's 23,000-mile web of high- 
ways, by Frank A. Peabody, chairman of the Maine 
Highway Commission. 
-Mississippi Highways. 2. M.P.M. 
Pullman Conductor-"What are 
you doing with those towels in 
your suitcase?" 
Patron (with presence of mind) 
-"Oh, they are some I used last 
time I was on this train and I had 
them washed and brought them 
back."-Raymond Writings. 
The Scot, goat of many a prac- 
tical joke, occasionally turns the 
tables and gets the best laugh of 
all. 
Lord Alness, in his autobiog- 
raphy, tells about an English 
political meeting. One of the 
candidates patriotically orated, "I 
have been born an Englishman, I 
have lived an Englishman, and I 
hope I shall die an Englishman." 
From the back of the hall, in 
an unmistakable accent, came the 
question: "Mon, hae ye no am- 
bcetion ?" 
-Highways of Happiness. 
An Irishman m Russia, being examined by a Soviet 
for citizenship: 
"If you had a million dollars, would you give half 
to the state?" 
Mike: "Sure." 
"If you had 1,000 acres of land, would you give half 
to the state?" 
Mike: "Sure." 
"If you had two pigs, would 
4 M.'P.H. you give one to the state?" 
Mike: "No." 
"Why not?" 
Mike: "Well, I've got two 
pigs."-Arizona Highways. 
Cop: "Say, young fellow, 
there's no parking here; you can't 
loaf along this road!" 
Voice Within Car: "Who's 
loafin'?" 
-Mississippi Highways. 
"I married a widow who had a 
grown daughter. My father visit- 
ed our house very often and fell 
in love with my step-daughter and 
married her. So my father be- 
came my son-in-law and my step- 
daughter my mother, because she 
was my father's wife. Sometime 
afterwards my wife had a son: he 
is my father's brother-in-law and 
my uncle, for he is the brother 
of my step-mother. My father's 
wife, namely my stepmother, had 
._~-=-::--....:..9_-_2' _ u_~ __ ~___;_-__.=!;l;:.=-:.~="'~=----------.J a son: he is, of course, my broth- 
er, and in the meantime my grand- 
child, for he is the son of my daughter. My wife is my 
grandmother because she is my mother's mother. I am 
my wife's husband and grandchild at the same time, and 
as the husband of a person's grandmother is his grand- 
father, I am my own grandfather."-Florida Highways. 
Little Willie: "Mom, didn't you say baby had your 
eyes and daddy's nose?" 
Mother: "Yes, what of it?" 
Willie: "Well you better watch him. He's got 
grandpa's teeth now."-The Earth Mover. 
First Boy (showing his friend over the house) : "See 
that picture there? It's hand-painted." 
Second Boy: "Well, what about it? So's our chicken 
house."--The Hercules Record. 
Finkelstein: "Oi, oi, der vedding invitation says, 'R. 
S. V. P.' Vot does dot mean?" 
Higendorf: "Ach, such ignorance. Dot means to 
bring Real Silver Vedding Presents."-Skip. 
----Page Twenty-three 
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ALLAGASH ADVENTURE of the Red River, which is the boundary between Texas 
(Continued from Page 19) and Oklahoma. 
hooks. With sharpened sticks, we dug about for a time 
and located a dozen fair sized worms. With these for 
bait, we struck out across the glassy pond to an old line 
of boom cribs where we anchored in about eighteen feet 
of water. 
We had not been there more than five minutes before 
Jim's face lit up with a broad smile. He favored me 
with a slow wink, then up came his hairy fore arm in a 
quick jerk and he hand-lined in a sixteen and half inch 
speckled beauty. For the next few minutes, I was busy 
swallowing my heart and trying to remember a certain 
Sunday school lesson which taught, "Thou shalt not 
covet thy neighbor's property," and wondering if it 
was intended to include fish. After a short wait, which 
seemed like an age to me, the tip of my rod took a dive 
for bottom which straightened me up like a kick from 
behind. 
Supper at. hand-and Jim perfectly at home as he sits 
with both feet in the water 
There is no half-way business about those hooks. 
When a trout came along that was large enough and 
foolish enough to swallow the outfit, he was yours. Jim 
slid the landing net under my fifteen inch piscatorial 
prize, and I felt better. A half hour later we turned 
toward camp with seven deep bellied trout in the bottom 
of the canoe. We had no means of weighing them, but 
there were none that would weigh less than a pound. 
The largest was seventeen and a quarter inches long. 
We spent three days at Round Pond. Needless to 
say by the end of the third day we had taken the edge 
off our appetites for trout, and were ready for a change 
in menu. I dug out of my pack a Steven's pistol with 
a ten inch barrel, equipped with an inclosed front bead 
sight, a disk rear peep-sight, and a skeleton stock. With 
this and some of the new Western twenty-two short am- 
munition, Jim and I started up an old "hogan" after 
bull frogs. 
What bull frogs! The only ones I have seen that 
would equal them in size were taken from the lagoons 
While I was marveling at the size of those frogs, Jim 
was quietly admiring the accuracy and killing power of 
that little pistol. I bagged eighteen frogs, and there 
was but one that I shot at that we did not get. Of 
course, I feel perfectly sure that I hit him! 
After returning to camp, Jim questioned as to how 
far that pistol would shoot. I slid a twenty-two long 
rifle cartridge into the chamber, ran the rear sight up 
to its limit, and took aim at the end of a log which was 
sticking out of the pond nearly a half a mile from shore. 
I missed-by inches-and over shot at that. Jim's face 
lengthened out like a yardstick. His lower jaw nearly 
fell away from his ears. He reached up and raised his 
hat in a slow solemn gesture, and exclaimed, "Holy old 
Flip! Who would ever believe that that little thing 
would shoot like that." 
Jim was a great big two hundred pound Englishman 
who had spent most of his life in the woods. In his 
time, he had seen all kinds of men come and go, but I 
was the first in his experience that would stoop to eating 
frogs. He was as squeamish about touching one of 
those animals as any woman. He may have been of 
English extraction, but I believe he also had some beaver 
blood in his veins. They say a beaver can't sleep unless 
he is partially in the water. Jim was never easy unless 
he had both feet wet. 
He now dumped a basin of potatoes into the edge of 
the pond, squat on a rock, planted both feet in the water 
and started peeling. I dumped our frogs into a pail, 
secured a pan for the clean meat-and I started peeling. 
The way to skin frogs is to split them up the back, 
start the skin on either side, and then strip them out of 
their jackets. 
Jim watched me for a time out of the corner of his 
eye. He had been hired as a guide and he and Henry 
expected to do all the work. It evident! y made him feel 
guilty to sit there and watch me clean those frogs so at 
length, he got up, wiped his pocket knife on his pants 
and ambled over to where I was working. Squatting on 
his haunches, he watched me for a few minutes, then 
reached into the pail and prodded one of those frogs 
all over with his big forefinger to make sure it was 
dead. Satisfied with his investigation, he dragged it 
out by the fore-leg, laid it gingerly across his left hand, 
set his jaw and jab bed the blade of his knife into that 
frog's back. Naturally the frog kicked. 
Jim let a squeal out of him like a high school girl, 
and threw that frog a rod! I laughed. With a sheepish 
look on his face, he straightened up, took a deep breath 
and without a word walked back to his potato peeling. 
Like the frogs, they were cold and white when peeled, 
(Continued on Page 29) 
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Corrugated Cardboard Basis 
Of Idea For ffietal Culverts 
(Reprinted From Georgia Highways) 
. Over in Crawfordsville, Indiana, Stanley Simpson, -a 
cit Y ~ngineer, walked into a drug store one evening 
back m 1894. to buy a bottle of medicine. When the 
druggist wrapped it up, he placed a protective strip 
of corrugated cardboard around the bottle. An idea 
flashed into the engineer's mind-"If corrugations give 
strength to cardboard, why can't the same principle be 
used in making metal culverts?" he wondered. 
The house still stands where he and James H. Watson, 
a manufacturer, worked out their scheme of making 
culverts from sheet metal. At first the results were dis- 
appointing. Simpson soon abandoned the project but 
Watson persisted until finally success crowned his 
efforts, and on May 5, 1896, he was granted a patent. 
You have probably seen these culverts along the 
roadside, for today corrugated metal pipe is used for 
almost every conceivable drainage purpose. During the 
thirty-five years which have elapsed since 1896, it has 
not been necessary to alter Watson's original design, 
though many improvements have been made. 
At first, engineers were inclined to doubt that this 
corrugated metal pipe could meet the requirements of 
modern highway and railway construction. Today, in 
many localities, corrugated metal pipe is serving satis- 
factorily under railroad and highway embankments of 
sixty, eighty and one hundred feet. 
The steady stream of millions upon millions of auto- 
mobiles has brought an insistent demand for good roads 
everywhere. The corrugated metal culvert by its revo- 
lution of drainage and road building methods is playing 
an important part in meeting this great need. Trained 
engineers have inspected more than twenty thousand 
culverts in all parts of the United States (and Canada) 
for the purpose of gathering scientific facts from the 
millions of feet of culvert pipe in daily use. Each cul- 
vert is authentically recorded as to the kind of metal 
used and length of service. In this way a vast amount 
of valuable data has recently been collected and made 
available to highway, railway, and municipal engineers. 
·X· ·X· ·X· 
The growth of the metal culvert industry is another 
illustration of "The Changing Tides of Business"-in 
this case another use for metal that is proving economi- 
cal and satisfactory in the great road building program 
of the world. 
SPILL AND THRILL-FILLED RACE 
(Continued from Page 9) 
Right then and there was practically sounded the knell 
of parting day for all others who wanted the terminus 
Leading With 
SO CONY! 
~zoo 
and Service Dealers 
Stations along Maine• s 
Fine Highways Are 
Ready to Serve . 
YOU - - 
of the new railroad. News of Mr. Grosvenor G. Water- 
house's arrival was spread north and south, east and 
west; long stories, with prominent space, appearing in 
the Canadian papers; Canadian Parliament, in session 
at the time, not only received the announcement with 
official ceremony-from what facts are at hand-but 
appears to have accorded the picturesque old Maine 
stage-driver a real reception. 
Let's trust, as Mr. Walter Emerson aptly expresses it 
in his delightful style in The Latchstring, that Mr. 
Waterhouse "was a modest hero, and bore the respon- 
sible burdens of hospitality wisely and not too well." 
Portland received the news three days after, and there 
was plenty of happiness thereabouts. The building of 
the Portland and St. Lawrence Railroad was settled 
work starting in 1845 and being completed eight year~ 
later. 
Following the custom of the times, in the way of 
bestowing the greatest honor, the drivers of this famed 
race were recognized by being elevated to the positions 
of railroad conductors, with Messrs. Hobbs and Water- 
house, at least, going on the first Atlantic and St. Law- 
rence trains. 
And thus ends the story of the famous ride of Hobbs, 
Bodge and Waterhouse. 
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HIGHWAY PROGRAM 
(Continued from Page 11) 
RouTE 1--Edgecomb and Newcastle-5.62 miles. Sur- 
face treated gravel. Road open to traffic. 
RouTE 1-Damariscotta and Nobleboro-5.89 miles. 
Surface treated gravel. Road open to traffic. Al- 
ternate route provided via Damariscotta Mills; 
alternate route tar surface treated gravel. 
RouTE 1-Lincolnville--3.96 miles-Surface treated 
gravel. Road open to traffic. Traffic between 
Camden and Belfast may avoid this work by leaving 
Route 1 at Camden or Belfast and following road 
via Lincolnville Center. It is expected that tar 
surface treatment of this alternate route will be 
completed about July 1. 
RoUTE 1-Holden and Dedham 
-5.89 miles-Bituminous 
Macadam. Road open to 
traffic. 
RouTE l - Ellsworth - 6.16 
miles - Bituminous Mac- 
adam. Road open to traffic. 
One way detour provided 
i n t o Ellsworth, leaving 
Route 1 near the Willow 
Inn, so-called, approximate- 
ly twenty miles from Ban- 
gor. 
Hours 1 - Baileyville, Baring 
and Calais-7.95 miles. 
Surface treated g r a v e 1. 
Road open to traffic. 
RouTE I-Amity and Orient- 
5.21 miles-surface treated 
gravel. Road open to traf- 
fic. This work will be com- 
pleted early in July. 
Rourn 1 - Presque Isle - 5.91 
miles - Bituminous Mac- 
adam. Road open to traf- 
fic. Alternate route pro- 
vided between Preque Isle 
and Caribou. 
RouTE I-Caribou - 0.5 miles 
- Bituminous Macadam. 
Road open to traffic. Work 
consists only of surfacing 
but may be avoided by using alternate route be- 
tween Presque Isle and Caribou. 
RouTE 1-Fort Kent-1.0 mile concrete. In village of 
Fort Kent. Road open to traffic. 
RouTE 1-A-Mars Hill and Westfield-4.0 miles Bitu- 
minous Macadam. Road open to traffic. Traffic 
for Easton and Presque Isle may use Route 1. No 
construction between Mars Hill and Presque Isle on 
Roule 1. 
RouTE 2-Newport and Plymouth-3.67 miles concrete. 
About 2.0 miles of this project is new location. 
Old road surface treated and available for use. 
Remainder of project open to traffic. 
ROUTE 2-Hermon and Carmel-2 miles concrete. 
Road open to traffic. Alternate route, tar surface 
treated gravel available from Hermon Center into 
Bangor. 
RouTE 2- -Milford-l mile concrete. Road open to 
traffic. It is expected this project will be com- 
pleted about July 1. 
RouTE 18-Fryeburg-Bituminous Macadam. Road 
open to traffic. Work consists of surfacing base 
constructed in 1931. 
RouTE 25-Gorham and Standish-8.66 miles concrete. 
Road open to traffic. Alternate route provided be- 
tween Mosher's Corner and Standish Corner via 
Route 114 to Sebago Lake and state aid road from 
Sebago Lake to Standish Corner. Alternate route 
tar surface treated gravel. 
RouTE 25-Porter-3.15 miles surface treated gravel. 
Road open to traffic. 
RouTE 26--Poland-7.21 miles bituminous macadam. 
Road open to traffic. 
RouTE 26--0xford-3.75 miles 
Bituminous Macadam. Road 
open to traffic. Alternate 
route to avoid part of this 
project from Five Corners 
on Route 26 via Route 116 
to Mechanic Falls and Route 
] 21 Mechanic Falls to 
W elchville on Route 26. 
RouTE 100-Clinton--4.89 miles 
concrete. Road open to 
traffic. Alternate route pro- 
vided between Waterville 
and Newport via Hinckley 
and Canaan. Alternate 
route tar surface treated 
gravel Hinckley to New- 
port. Traffic between Wa- 
terville and Pittsfield may 
use this route by leaving 
the Canaan-Newport road 
at the state aid road leading 
from Route 2 to Pittsfield 
or by Route 152. 
RouTE 100-Pittsfield, Detroit 
and Palmyra-7.12 miles 
concrete. Road open to 
traffic. Alternate route via 
Hinckley and Canaan avoids 
this construction. 
ROUTE 100 - Waterville - 3.21 
miles-Surface treated grav- 
el. Traffic allowed. Alternate route marked via 
Sidney Road to Oakland. 
RouTE 101-Washinglon-3.50 miles-surface treated 
gravel. Road open to traffic. 
RouTE 102-Liberty and Palermo-5.00 miles surface 
treated gravel. H.oad open Lo traffic. To avoid 
this work traffic between Augusta and Belfa t mav 
follow Route 138 to Albion and Route 137 Albion 
to Belfast. This route tar surface treated. 
ROUTE 116-Naples-l.25 miles bituminous macadam. 
Road open to traffic. 
RouTE ] 16-Casco and Poland---4 miles bituminous 
macadam. Road open Lo traffic. Work consists 
of surfacing only. 
RouTE 126-Wales-3.00 mile surface treated gravel. 
Road open to traffic. 
ROUTE 128-Edgecomb-3.00 miles surface treated 
gravel. Road open to traffic. 
Part of His Job 
While returning home late one night, 
following a recent speaking engage- 
ment, Governor Gardiner was hailed by 
a fellow motorist, whose car had 
swerved out too far with the result that 
it became ditched. 
"Will you pull me out?" inquired 
the man. 
"Glad to," replied the Governor, 
who was traveling alone in a small 
roadster. 
Some considerable effort, tugging, 
pulling and yanking was required on 
the part of both men, as well as the 
cars, but finally the job was accom- 
plished. 
"How much?" asked the appreciative 
one. 
"Nothing," returned the Governor, 
without making himself known. "It's 
just a part of my job." 
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NATIOTIAL CAffiPA1(3TI 
ADVERTISE 
TO. 
TIEUJ ETI(3LATID 
NEW ENGLAND, because of its charm, its varied scenery and recreational facilities, and its invigo- 
rating and delightful summer climate, has always 
attracted summer visitors in large number. Now a 
national campaign to advertise New England as a vaca- 
tionland has been launched by the New England Council, 
through paid advertising, radio broadcasts, and other 
publicity media. 
One of the principal features of the campaign is an 
illustrated booklet entitled "Your New England Vacation 
-Where to Go, What it will Cost", which is to he dis- 
tributed free on request to the Council. In it will be 
described in detail the accommodations and recreational 
opportunities available in the New England countryside, 
at the seashore, in the mountains, and beside the lakes. 
The cost of a week-end stay, a two-weeks vacation, and 
an entire summer will be given in detail for each type 
of location described and full information for the motor- 
ist will be included. The directory of sources of recre- 
ational information published annually by the New 
England Council will be included this year in the vaca- 
tion booklet. These sources of information include the 
publicity bureaus of the various states, as well as com- 
munity organizations. 
In the belief that "real vacations" will be more im- 
portant this summer than ever before, because of the 
business man's need for renewed freshness and vigor 
in attacking reconstruction problems, the New England 
Council has chosen this time to present to the whole 
country the vacation attractions which bring 3,000,000 
people to New England every summer, and to announce 
through all its advertising media that "New England is 
holding open house this summer." 
The organization and financing of the nation-wide ad- 
vertising and publicity campaign have been done by the 
New England Council, through its Recreational Develop- 
ment Committee, of which Colonel William A. Barron 
of Crawford Notch, N. H., is chairman. The other mem- 
bers of the Committee are Edward P. Ricker, Jr., Poland 
Spring, Maine; Howard C. Rice, Brattleboro, Vt.; Brad- 
bury F. Cushing, Boston, Mass.; Frank A. Sullivan, 
Westerly, R. I.; Willard B. Rogers, Hartford, Conn. 
2812 ffien Emploued 
According to current figures, 2812 men are employed 
by the State on State Aid, Third Class and Special 
Resolve work at the present time. 
There are also in use 733 trucks and 1 79 teams on 
these classes of work. 
Despite prohibition, business, crime, national politics 
and mothers-in-law, the old subject of weather still holds 
its own. 
Economy budgets 
simply won't stand it! 
TO save maintenance costs on gravel-type roads you have to save the road surface. That's why dust prevention with Solvay 
Calcium Chloride is a necessity and not a luxury. It's a real down- 
right economy measure because it saves valuable surface material. 
In many instances it saves in replacements more than enough to 
pay for itself. 
Naturally, by holding surface materials on the road, Calcium 
Chloride also saves the cost of labor needed to replace them. And 
in addition, this ideal surface binder makes blading and dragging 
easier, more convenient, and more economical. 
All these are important savings which you can't afford to overlook 
in times like the present. And for your own comfort, remember, 
too, that Solvay treatment will not only save money-it will stop 
kicks because it keeps roads smooth, dustless, and pleasant to use. 
Write today for free booklet 16816. 
SOLVAY SALES CORPORATION 
Alkalies and Chemical Products Manufactured by 
The Solvay Process Company 
61 BROADWAY NEW YORK 
soA~v.:~v~ 
Calcium ~hloride 
FLAKE 77%-80% 
FOR IDEAL DUST PREVENTION 
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ODD SHOTS 
(Continued from Page 21) 
rocky promontory off Africa. The Coronet came to the 
rescue. Sandford burned his new but battered ship as 
a sacrifice. 
The ruler of Shiloh decided to try his hand with the 
northern heathen. He set sail for Greenland. But pro- 
visions were low. The Coronet became a beggar of the 
seas. The scurvy became a dread menace aboard ship. 
The pumps were kept busy, for the bark had sprung 
several leaks. But Sandford refused to go ashore. 
Eight men, including Sandford's own son, a member 
of the crew, died of scurvy. The bodies were placed in 
sacks, weighted and thrown overboard. Praying and 
pumping for their lives, the crew put for Portland after 
a long career of starvation and beggary upon the high 
seas. That was in 1912. 
At Portland appeared the woman from Jerusalem. 
Sandford was arrested, first for detaining her for two 
years against her will, then for the manslaughter of 
eight members of his crew. A Federal jury found him 
guilty. He was sentenced to Atlanta for ten years for 
keeping his ship at sea when he could have gone to port 
and received provisions. 
Sandford was ministerial in prison. At the end of 
two years he was released for good behavior. Back to 
Shiloh he went. The Gates of Praise were opened wide. 
But the old power was gone. He left in despair. 
Now his whereabouts are unknown though it is pos- 
sible that a few of those of his old followers, still faith- 
ful to him, know where he can be found. It has been 
rumored that he is in California. 
But in any event the book of Shiloh is closed. Now 
only ruins remain to tell their tale of desolation and 
death. 
ALLAGASH ADVENTURE 
(Continued from Page 24) 
but they didn't kick while their jackets were being 
removed. 
From Round Pond we continued up the Allagash, 
carried through Long Lake dam, crossed Harvey Pond, 
Long Lake, and camped on Umsaskis. From here we 
portaged across on the La Croix tote-road to Clayton 
Lake. Leaving our motors and all extra dunnage at the 
lumber depot, we started up 'Sebemsicook stream for 
Chemquasabamticook Lake which lies off the beaten trail 
between the headwaters of the Allagash and St. John 
nvers. 
It is about an eighteen-mile trip, which requires the 
heller part of Lwo days. Waterman and I, with packs 
on our backs, walked the bank, while the guides waded 
and dragged the canoes. How they kept any bottoms 
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in those boats is more than I can figure out. It was 
up-hill, rocky-going most of the way. 
There are the remains of an old dam at the foot of 
the lake and here we had our first real taste of fly fishing. 
We took sixteen beautiful trout from below the dam 
while the guides were carrying the canoes through the 
sluice-way. That night we pitched camp on a long, hard, 
fine sand beach at the foot of the lake. 
This lake is about six miles long and from a mile to 
two miles wide. In its entire length and breadth there 
is not a single camp or cottage. The shores are green 
to the water's edge. When our canoes grated on the 
shores of this fisherman's paradise the last week in 
August, there had been but five people disturb its soli- 
tude during the entire season. A guide and game warden 
went through early in the spring looking for beaver 
poachers, and three men of the United States Geological 
Survey were there for a few days in mid-summer while 
running a line through that country. We, and Old Man 
Silence, had the place to ourselves. 
The morning following our arrival we paddled our 
canoes into the lily-padded mouth of Sweeney Brook, 
and nosed our way upstream as far as brush and snags 
would allow. Here we rigged our fly tackle. 
Henry had his own ideas regarding the fishing here- 
abouts. 
"Now what you want here, Mr. Waterman," he said, 
"is a Brown Hackle." 
Waterman, too, had ideas of his own-and especially 
as concerned what he wished to use there. He selected 
a Parmerchene Belle from his book and looped it on as 
his snapper. 
"Aw, they won't touch that," says Henry. "Haven't 
you a Brown Hackle in that outfit?" 
Waterman had a dozen-but he wouldn't put one on 
for the best trout in Sweeney Brook! He picked out a 
Professor and looped it on as his dropper. 
Henry stepped back in disgust. 
Gently waving his four and half ounce wand the 
"Squire" switched out twenty to thirty feet of line and 
dropped those two flies like thistle down into the bend 
of the brook. Both disappeared as if by magic, leaving 
only little circles to mark where they had been. The 
tip of the rod lifted and Waterman was fast to two 
fighting fools. 
Henry came out of his sulk on the jump ; and what a 
chin dance he put on as a perfect stream of caution 
and advice poured from his lips! 
"Give 'em a little line! Give 'em a little-! Look 
it-! Look it-! Look out, they're going round that 
stick! Give-give-don't let 'em have slack! Don't 
-don't--!!" * * * But he was wasting his sweetness 
on the desert air. Waterman was playing his own 
trout, and doing a real job of it too. Standing 
there knee-deep in the marsh grass, bare headed and 
PLAIN AND REFLECTING BUTTON 
ALL KINDS OF TRAFFIC SIGNS 
Town Line----7-SlfiNS~Guide Boards 
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Markers 
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15 Reservoir St. Nashua, N. H. 
with the sweat pouring down over his sun reddened face, 
he was in his seventh heaven. A trout seldom breaks 
water but they know every ducking, diving, boring trick 
in the bag and every snag in the brook. The deacon was 
master of them all; he landed both fish, either of which 
would have been a well earned prize.(To Be Concluded) 
ABROAD m ffiAlNE 
If you want to experience some of the sensations of 
motoring in France without leaving the confines of the 
United States, try the route from Van Buren, Me., along 
the beautiful St. John River to Ft. Kent. 
In this remote upland valley, you will hear French 
on every hand. Your questions along the road may not 
be understood. Strains of foreign music will reach you 
from the houses you pass. You are apparently on for- 
eign soil. According to the signs over the village shops, 
every one is either called Cyr or Michaud. Once in a 
while Thibodeau or Nadeau. Here's a chance to vent 
your French-if it needs venting. 
The scenery, too, is French. It only takes a few of 
those twin-spired churches, roadside shrines and crosses 
to make it look like Brittany. And there are many of 
them in this Madawaska Country. 
A hundred years ago this was a thickly wooded wild- 
erness. So don't be too critical of road conditions. 
The winters are pretty hard on road surfaces up here. 
At Fort Kent, be sure to see the picturesque block- 
house from which it takes its name. You can get the 
key at the Kodak store on the square. The fort was 
built in 1839 at the time of the boundary disputes. Now 
it contains some interesting local relics. 
Fort Kent is one end of that noble highway, U. S. 
route 1. (Where is the other?) But route 160 will 
take you sixteen miles farther west to St. Francis, and 
beyond that the road has lately been considerably im- 
proved as far as the tiny hamlet of Allagash. After 
that, there isn't a road for a hundred miles, but the trip 
to Allagash is worth it if only because it may inspire 
you some day to take that famous canoe trip down the 
Allagash River.-Tours and Detours. 
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Apportionment of Federal. Aid D 0 w· F LA K E 
For Fiscal llear 1933 
STATE 
Alabama $ 
Arizona . 
Arkansas . 
California . 
Colorado . 
Connecticut . 
Delaware . 
Florida . 
G-eorgia . 
Idaho . 
Illinois 
Indiana . 
Iowa . 
Kansas . 
Kentucky . 
Louisiana . 
Maine · 
Maryland . 
Massachusetts . 
Michigan · · · · 
Minnesota . 
Mississippi . 
Missouri . 
Montana · 
Nebraska . 
Nevada . 
New Hampshire . 
New Jersey . 
New Mexico · 
New York · 
North Carolina . 
North Dakota . 
Ohio . 
Oklahoma . 
Oregon . 
Pennsylvania . 
Rhode Island . 
South Carolina . 
South Dakota . 
Tennessee . 
Texas . 
Utah . 
Vermont . 
Virginia . 
Washington . 
West Virginia . 
Wisconsin . 
Wyoming . 
Hawaii . 
AMOUNT 
2,250,169 
1,556,080 
1,846,477 
4,121,029 
1,988,953 
687,401 
529,375 
1,437,372 
2,753,344 
1,330,448 
4,476~553 
2,698,897 
2,799,805 
2,889,065 
1,994,012 
1,537,800 
944,168 
895,409 
1,511,244 
3,338,014 
2,976,273 
1,907,440 
3,314,415 
2,230,177 
2,256,040 
1,392,753 
529,375 
1,463,483 
1,732,343 
5,342,506 
2,550,007 
1,710,936 
3,971,690 
2,553,034 
1,763,260 
4,640,667 
529,375 
1,469,603 
1,765,764 
2,302,158 
6,770,221 
1,223,560 
529,375 
1,992,380 
1,681,216 
1,162,217 
2,640,713 
1,359,009 
529,375 
Total $105,875,000 
CALCIUM CHLORIDE 
Gives Effective 
DUST CONTROL 
You can settle the dust question this summer with 
Dowflake Calcium Chloride. Dowflake is the clean, white, 
odorless, non-tracking material that controls dust with 
clean moisture absorbed from the air. It gives roads that 
moist, firm, inviting appearance that makes pleasant 
driving. 
Dowflake is easy to apply. Spread upon the road, it 
melts itself into the surface, binds the road materials, and 
holds them on the surface where they belong. It keeps 
roads moist and dust-free for long periods of time. It 
simplifies maintenance, and reduces both maintenance and 
surface material replacement costs. 
Use Dowflake Calcium Chloride this season. We will 
gladly send complete information. 
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY 
MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 
New York Branch Office: 
60 E. 42nd Street, New York City 
Maine Representative: 
John P. Webster & Co., 
61 Main Street, New Coe Building, Bangor, Maine 
DOWFLAKE 
CALCIUM CHLORIDE 
77-80% 
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Half-tonc-s and Line Outs in this issue mu de by the 
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MAINE HEALTH STANDARDS FOR PUBLIC 
(Continued from Page 22) 
nating all necessity of dipping water by means of uten- 
sils with the attendent chances of contamination. 
Many wells and springs located too near privies, 
stables, cesspools, and similar places were filled up 
with gravel and abandoned and new wells dug or drilled 
in places free from potential sources of pollution and 
in every case supplied with proper water tight covers 
and means for securing water. 
Inspectors Carry on Work 
In many cases the supplying of adequate and sanitary 
toilet arrangements has made it possible to secure safe 
drinking water in the vicinity but in those cases where 
it was impossible to remove the sources of pollution 
the persons were required to secure water from an ap- 
proved supply to serve to their patrons. 
This very remarkable improvement in roadside water 
supplies in the State of Maine and the water supplies 
used by places open for tourists and for summer camp- 
ers, has been achieved only by the most diligent and 
constant effort on the part of twelve inspectors who have 
spent practically their entire time at this work during 
the summer months. In the year 1931 over 6000 in- 
spections were made, most of the licensed places includ- 
ing water supplies being inspected twice during the 
season. As a result of this work it is believed that a 
tourist may drive up to any eating or lodging place in 
the State of Maine and secure safe drinking water at 
all times. 
The licensing of all roadside eating places, lodging 
places, and overnight camps was started in 1927 in the 
State of Maine, at which time there were 1 770 sources 
of water supply of which 10.8<,lr were found unsafe, 
these supplies include practically all water supplies 
along the Maine highway which serve tourists and other 
Maine travelers. In five years time although the sources 
of water supply increased to 4266 the percentage of 
unsafe water supplies have decreased to 4.8 and these 
have been prohibited for use by the public. 
The roadside water supplies for travelers in the State 
of Maine are at all times under the watchful care of the 
State Bureau of Health. 
NATUREiS SONGSTERS 
(Continued from Page 14) 
The meadowlark, purple finch, catbird, brown thrasher 
and bobolink are prominent among the early singers, 
but the goldfinch, white-throated sparrow and various 
thrushes pour out their delightful music until August, 
when all are silent. This is the quiet month when many 
species shed their brilliant feathers in preparation for 
returning to the south in more somber colors. The 
bobolink, goldfinch and loon, take on the color of their 
MAINE HIGHWAYS 33 
mates and these, together with the young of all species 
in immature plumage, are practically impossible to 
identify on the wing during fall migration. 
The mockingbird is no longer confined to the south, 
for over a period of years individual birds have been 
observed throughout New England. The first report of 
nesting within the state came from Bangor last year and 
at present a pair are nesting at Burlington, Vermont. 
These birds are sufficiently wise to spend their winters 
near some feeding station where food is available and 
undoubted! y they have established a permanent home in 
the north. 
Value of Winter Birds 
Our winter birds are especially valuable for they 
destroy numberless hibernating insects and their eggs, 
which have been deposited under the bark of trees. 
About forty species spend the winter in Maine and 
although hardy, many perish. They need assistance, 
especially after storms that incase trees and weed-stalks 
·--AKERS 
Arched Nest of the Oven-bird. 
with ice, covering their natural food, but they eagerly 
accept our hospitality at all times. Suet, meat scraps, 
crumbs, grain, raisins, apple, sunflower seed and chaff 
meet the needs of all species and may be provided, in 
moderation, at little expense. Winter feeding is very 
worthwhile for, it not only sustains many species, but is 
a source of genuine pleasure. 
Bird songs are fascinating and are a definite means 
of identification. When one is familiar with the songs 
of the common birds a new or unusual note is at once 
detected. In the dense foliage of mid-summer, many 
a prize could escape unnoticed, but if it lifts up its voice 
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in song, its presence is positively declared. It is an 
interesting fact that all bird songs are set to the same 
···AKERS 
Young Bluebirds. These are among Maine's earliest 
nesters. 
key-note and however many species may be singing in 
chorus, there is perfect harmony. 
Our improved highway system makes the most remote 
corners accessible for bird study and, among our sum- 
mer visitors, are naturalists of note, who refer to our 
State of Maine as a bird paradise. 
"How wonderful is nature in all her ways." 
Surf ace qreatrnent IDork ls Ilearlq Completed 
Providing good weather conditions continue through 
the first two weeks of July, surface treatment work on 
the main highways of the State will be completed with- 
in that period of time. This work, which has been in 
progress since April 15, has been carried on under very 
favorable weather conditions, generally speaking, states 
A. J. Wiggin, Superintendent of Maintenance. 
Due to the bad frost of the past spring, however, Mr. 
Wiggin points out, the preparing of road surfaces was 
more difficult, therefore, costlier than for some years 
previous. It is hoped, nevertheless, that surfaces will 
be smooth and in good condition for traffic this season. 
And then there's the story of the clergyman golfer: 
"Don't you ever swear when you miss an easy one, 
parson," he was asked by a companion. 
"Never, young man," replied the reverent gentleman. 
"Instead of swearing, I spit-but where I spit the grass 
stops growing!" 
Ralph M. Davis 
Old Town, Maine 
General Contractor 
llou and l] o u and l] 0 U.---. 
Should read every month --- 
It's about Maine. It's about other things in 
which you will be interested. The inf orma- 
tion is valuable. 
Published under the direction of the Maine 
State Highway Commission at Augusta, 
MAINE HIGHWAYS is authoritative. 
Every issue has something you'll like. In 
order not to miss anything, have your name 
on the subscription list. 
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One Dollar. Please send me Maine Highways for one 
year. 
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When writing to Advertisers in this Magazine, please say you saw it in MAINE HIGHWAYS 
Wonderful pastoral scenes greet the motorist 
along Maine Highways. 
Where the Celebrated Maine Potato Grows, Fine Roads are Maintained 
Maine\.potatoes, blueberries, sweet corn, apples and dairy products, to- 
gether with live stock, poultry and sea food, are famous the world over. 
Summer vacationists along the coast, lakes and mountains are loud in their 
praise of these products, as they gaze delightedly upon blossoming fields, 
well laden orchards, or visit sanitary food packing establishments of farms 
and shores. 
Pamphlets and folders, telling of Maine farms for sale, and other valuable information about this won- 
derful country, mailed free on request. 
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